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Abstract 
We define a prime decomposition for a &-curve by 2-spheres each of which intersects each 
edge of the f3,, -curve at exactly one point and prove that every nontrivial &-curve can be uniquely 
decomposed into a finite number of prime &-curves. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, we work in the piecewise linear category. 
A O,,-curve is a graph in the 3-sphere S3 which consists of two vertices and n edges, 
each edge joining the two vertices. We fix an orientation of S3. A labelling of a O,-curve 
is a total ordering on the set of the edges and a choice of one of the vertices. The ith 
edge in the ordering is denoted by e2 and the vertex of our choice is denoted by WI 
and the other ~2. All our O,-curves will be labelled. We assume n > 3. In this paper, 
two H,-curves are said to be equivalent if there exists an orientation preserving self- 
homeomorphism of S3 taking one to the other which respects the labellings. A On-curve 
r is said to be trivial if there exists a 2-sphere in S3 that contains r, and otherwise 
nontrivial. 
H. Schubert [5] showed that every nontrivial knot is uniquely decomposable into 
prime knots and Y. Hashizume [ 11 extended this unique prime decomposition theorem 
to the case of links. For general spatial graphs, S. Suzuki [6] defined the notion of a 
prime decomposition and showed the existence and uniqueness of the decomposition. In 
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Suzuki’s definition each decomposing 2-sphere intersects the graph at most two points. In 
this paper, we define a prime decomposition for a H,,-curve by 2-spheres each of which 
intersects each edge of the O,,-curve at exactly one point. We will prove the existence 
and the uniqueness of this decomposition for a H,,-curve. 
Let r be a Q,,-curve. Let C be a union of mutually disjoint 2-spheres Cr , Cl, : C,,_I 
in 9. We call C decomposing spheres of r if C does not contain the vertices of r 
and C, meets each edge of r transversely at exactly one point (i = I, 2. . . , u - I). For 
decomposing spheres C of r, let B,,, be the j-ball in 5’” bounded by C, which contains 
11, (i = 1,2, j = 1.2. . . . . II - 1). We may assume that Bi.1 c Lj1.2 c . c BI,,,_~ 
by renumbering the decomposing spheres, if necessary. Let r, be a 8,,-curve obtained 
from r by contracting B1,j-l and Bz,,, to 111 and ~‘2, respectively (j = 1.2,. . u) where 
we set Bl.0 equals VI and Bz,‘,,, equals ~2. The labelling of rj is defined to be the one 
induced from r. Note that each r, is unique up to equivalence. Then we say that r 
is decomposed into r, : r2. . . r,, by C and denote it by r = rr #c, rl#cZ . #kc,,_, r, 
or shortly r = r,#r,# . #r,, Note that for two H,,-curves r, , r2 “the sum” r,#r, 
is not well defined (see Remark below). A H,,-curve r is prime if r is nontrivial and 
does not have a decomposition into two nontrivial Q,,-curves. We say a decomposition 
r = r,#r?#. #r, is prime if each r, is prime. 
Now, we are ready to state our result. 
Theorem. Eve? nontrivial H,, -c’un!e r can be decomposed into a jinite number of prime 
Q,,-cun~es I’, , r2, , r,,. The Q,,-cwves r, ore uniquely determined up to order and 
eyuivalence. 
Remark. There exist two H,,-curves r. r’ such that f = r,#r,, r’ = r2#r, and r is 
not equivalent to r’, see [4]. If n 3 4 then there exist two Q,-curves l? r’ such that 
r = ri#r2, r’ = r,#rz and r is not equivalent to r’. In fact, for H,,-curves r, r’ and 
rl illustrated in Fig. I, while r = r,#r, and r’ = r,#r,, we can show that r and r’ 
are not equivalent by using a color invariant [2]. 
2. Proof of Theorem 
The proof is divided into two parts: the proof of the existence and the proof of the 
uniqueness. 
Proof of Existence. In order to prove the existence of the prime decomposition we need 
the following Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. In [8], Wolcott showed that a trivial &-curve does 
not have a decomposition into two nontrivial Hx-curves. We prove the same assertion for 
a general 8,,-curve. 
Lemma 2.1. If’ a trivial H,, -curve r is decomposed into rl and rz by C then both rl 
and r, are trivial. 
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Proof. We set M = S3 - int N(r) and Co = E n M, where N(T) denotes a regular 
neighborhood of r in S”. Since r is trivial, there exists a 2-sphere S in 5” with S I r. 
Since Co is incompressible in M, we can choose S so that C n S is a simple closed 
curve by a standard cut and paste argument. This implies that ri is trivial (zI = 1 i 2). 0 
A decomposition r = rt#r2# I I s #rk is ejjkient if each r, is nontrivial. 
Lemma 2.2. For a Q,,-curve r, there is a nonnegative integer m such that r cannot be 
efJiciently decomposed into more than m H,-curves. 
Proof. Let I- = rr#c, r2#c2 . #c,_, r,+ be an efficient decomposition. Let M = S3 - 
int N(T; s”) and Cy = .E,nM (i = 1.2:. . . k- 1). Note that each C,” is incompressible 
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in M. Since the decomposition is efficient, for a decomposition r = Ti,j#~,r&#~3 lY:‘i 
by C, U Cj, IT& is nontrivial (1 < i < j 6 k ~ 1) by Lemma 2.1. Thus C,” is not 
parallel to C: in M (1 < i < j < Ic - 1). Therefore by Haken’s Finiteness Theorem [3, 
111.241, the set {Ic E N 1 r = r,#r2#. .#rk is efficient} is finite. This completes the 
proof. 0 
We set p(r) = max{lc E W / r = r,#r,#. #rk is efficient}. Consider an efficient 
decomposition r = ri#r,#. .#r,, with m = p(r). It suffices to show that l7, is prime 
for any i. Suppose that r’ is not prime for some j. Since r, is decomposed into nontrivial 
&-curves r’ and r3/1, we have an efficient decomposition r = r,#. . #rj#r/#. #TV,. 
This is a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Uniqueness. Let r be a nontrivial Q,,-curve. Suppose that r admits the fol- 
lowing two prime decompositions: 
wherem = P(r) andk 6 m. Set c = C1U&U...U&_l and@ = @s,U@~U...U@~_~. 
Then we may assume that each component of En@ is a loop and that the number 1 En@/ 
of components of C n @ is the minimum among all pairs (C’, @‘) of decomposing 
spheres of r such that C’ (respectively @‘) is transformed to C (respectively @) by 
an ambient isotopy in S3 fixing r as a set. Let M = S3 - int N(P), C,” = Ci n A4 
(i= 1,2,... ,m-l),@g=@jnM(j=1,2,...,Ic-l)andC’=CnM, @O=@nM. 
Then any loop of C n @ does not contract to a point in Co and @‘. 
We prove the assertion by induction on m. The case of m = 1 is clear. Suppose 
m > 1. Let Bi , B2, , B, be the closures of the components of S3 - C such that Bl 3 
~1, B, 3 IQ and aBi = c,_, U c, (i = 2,X,. . . m - 1). Similarly let cl, 6’2,. i CI, 
be the closures of the components of S3 - @. 
First, we consider the case Bi n @ = 0. Since r, and At are prime, Cp is parallel to 
@y in M. This implies that Cl decomposes r into rl and r’, and @I decomposes r 
into At and A’ such that ri and r’ are equivalent to A, and A’, respectively. Obviously 
r’ admits the following two prime decompositions 
r’ = r2#. . #r, = A2# #Ak. 
Since p(P) = m - 1, our induction hypothesis implies that the prime decomposition of 
r’ is unique and hence so is that of r. 
Next, we consider the case Bl n@ # 8. The remainder of this section is devoted to the 
proof of this case. A component X of Bl n @ splits B1 into two components. Let 5’~ be 
the closure of a component of Bl - X which contains vi and Px the closure of the other 
component of Bl - X. Consider a component F of Bl n @ such that int PF n @ = 0. 
For simplicity, PF is denoted by P. 
Claim 2.3. P n Cl is connected. 
Proof. Let @l be a component of ip which contains F. Let & be a 3-ball bounded 
by u6, which contains vi (i = 1,2). Since int P n Cp = 0, either P n Cl c A, or 
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P n C, c AZ. In the former case, let P n C, = F, U F2 U.. U F, and Ni, N2, , IV, 
the closures of the components of Ai - (P n Cl) such that 8Nt 3 F,, . , aAT, 3 F, 
and P U N1 U N2 U. UN, = A,. Since P does not contain a vertex vi, we may assume 
that Ni contains VU] by renumbering, if necessary. Suppose u > 1. Since aF, does not 
contract to a point in @$‘, there is an edge that intersects both F, and F,, see Fig. 2. Then 
the edge intersects Ci at least 2 points. This is a contradiction. The case P n C, c A2 
can be proved similarly. 0 
By Claim 2.3, both F and P n C, are compact connected planar surfaces with aF = 
a( P n Cl ). Hence F is homeomorphic to P n Cl, see Fig. 3. Let C, be a component 
which contains P. 
Claim 2.4. A3 is equivalent to r,. 
Proof. Let Qjl be a component of @ which contains F. Notice that either 1 = j - 1 or 
1 =j. Let D,,Dz,... , D, be the components of Ci - int(P 0 Cl), and El, E2, . , E, 
the components of @l - int F such that aD, = aEi (i = 1,2, . . . , s). We note that D, 
and E, are 2-disks (i = 1,2, . . , s). The minimality of 1.X n @I implies that Di n r # 0 
and Ei f’ r # 0 (i = 1: 2,. , s). Let I(Di f! T) (respectively E(Ei n I’)) be the set of 
edges of P each of which meets Di (respectively Ei). 
Subclaim 2.4.1. Either the following (1) or (2) holds. 
(1) E(Dz n r) = &(E, n r) for i = 1,2,. , S. 
(2) s = 2, E(D, n r) = &(Ez n r), E(D2 n r) = I@, n r) and &(D, n r) u 
E(D2nr) = {ei,e* ,..., e,}. 
Fig. 3 
Proof. Suppose that the case (1) does not occur. Then notice that F and P n Cr are not 
2-disks. Since 
fi E(Di n I-) = Ij E(E; n r). 
2=1 i=l 
we may assume that there exists an edge e E t’(Dr nI’) such that e n El = Q). Any edge 
in &(Dt nr) does not meet Et. For, if there is another edge e’ E E(Dt nr) which meets 
El, then the linking number lk( aD I. c U P’) of aDl and e U e’ is even and lk( aE1) e U e’) 
is odd with any orientation. Since aD, = CIE~, this is a contradiction. Similarly any edge 
in &(EI n T) does not meet DI. If there exists an edge e” # e such that e” n D, = 8 and 
e”n El = 8 then lk(aDr. eUc”) is odd and lk(aE 1, c U e”) is even with any orientation. 
This is a contradiction since i3Dl = dE[. Therefore each edge is contained in &(DI fl T) 
or &(EI f’ T), and we may assume that &(D, n T) = {el, e2,. . et} and E(El n T) = 
{et+,, et+2.. . e,,}. Next we consider D2 and Ez. Since C and @ are decomposing 
spheres,D2flei=@(i=1,2 ._.., i)andEzne,=V)(j=t+1,t+2, .._, n).Since 
D2nr#@and E2nr#V),wehaveE(D2nr) = {eI+,:et+2,....en}andE(E*nr) = 
{el. e2,. , e+} by the same argument as in the case of D1 and El. Thus (2) holds. 0 
Now we give each edge the orientation from ~1 toward ~2. Choose the orientation of 
Cr so that C1 . et = 1, where 1 denotes the algebraic intersection number. We also choose 
the orientation of @L so that aE, = aDi. Note that this orientation of F c @l with the 
inward normal determines the orientation of P which coincides with the fixed one, see 
Fig. 4. This implies that if @l c = 1 for an edge c of r then 1 = j - 1 and if @I e = - 1 
for an edge e of r then 1 = j. 
In the case (1) of Subclaim 2.4. I, we may assume that there exist edges e and e’ such 
that en DI # 0, e n El # 0 and c’ n D, = 0. e’ n El = 0. Since lk(aDr, e u (-e’)) = 
lk(aEr,e U (-e’)) = 1, we have Dl e = El e = 1, hence @ e = 1. This implies 
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that 1 = j - 1. Let Cl (respectively @$_,) be a 2-sphere which is obtained by pushing 
(C, - P) U F (respectively (C5-1 ~ F) U (P n Cl)) a little into int(B, - P) (respectively 
int(C”, ~ P)). Let Bi be a 3-ball containing (1, which is bounded by C{ and AI,,_, 
(respectively Az.~ _ 1) a 3-ball containing 11, (respectively 712) which is bounded by ~0~ 1 
(respectively G$,). Let P,’ be a O,,-curve obtained from P by contracting two 3-balls 
Bi and S” ~ intI3, to 1’1 and 1’2, respectively. Let As be a B,,-curve obtained from P 
by contracting two 3-balls Al,,_, and Al.,-l to 711 and 7:2, respectively. We note that 
P( (respectively A:) is equivalent to r, (respectively Aj) since r, (respectively llj) is 
prime. Let Al, (respectively _I!,) be a 3-manifold which is homeomorphic to S’ x I 
with aAl, = Cl U Cl (respectively aAl, = @)-I U cZ$~). Note that S3 - intP is a 
hadlebody of genus s - 1 and D,s and E,s are separating disk systems with common 
boundaries. Thus there is an isotopy 1~ : S’ + 5” such that h,(Al,) = AI,. h,(@,_,) = 
c;. h&Q_,) = c I and I[, (31, n P) = AI, n P. This implies that Ai is equivalent to 
P,‘. Hence d?j and P, are equivalent. 
In the case (2) of Subclaim 2.4.1, we may assume that there exist edges r and e’ such 
that c n D1 # 0. I= n El = 0 and c’ n D1 = 0. e’ 17 El # 0. Since lk(dD,. e u (-6)) = 
lk(aEt.eU(-6)) = l,wehaveD,.e=-E,.e’= l,hence@l,c’=-l.Thisimpliesthat 
1 = j. Let Cl (respectively @:) be a 2-sphere which is obtained by pushing (C, - P) U F 
(respectively (QJ - F) U (P f’ Cl)) a little into int(B, ~ P) (respectively int(C, - P)). 
Let B{ be a 3-ball containing 19, which is bounded by Cl and A,,j (respectively A2.,7) 
a 3-ball containing 7’1 (respectively (‘2) which is bounded by @: (respectively @j). Let 
P,’ be a H,,-curve obtained from P by contracting two 3-balls B{ and S’ - int B, to PJ~ 
and ~2, respectively. Let A> be a Q,,-curve obtained from P by contracting two 3-balls 
ill,, and A2.j to 21, and ‘I!?, respectively. We note that P,’ (respectively Ai) is equivalent 
to P, (respectively AJ) since P, (respectively A,,) is prime. Let ,\I, (respectively 111,) 
be a 3-manifold which is homeomorphic to S2 x I with aAl, = Ci U Cl (respectively 
aA{, = @: U QJ). Note that S” - int P is a solid torus and Dis and EiS are separating 
Fig. 5. 
disk systems with common boundaries. Thus there is an isotopy ht : S’ + S3 such that 
h,(Mj) = M-1, h,(@;j = c 1 and hi (QJ) = E;. While h,,(lUj r?r) + IV, fl r, from the 
condition in this case, we find that I’$ is equivalent to r,‘, see Fig. 5. Hence /lj and r, 
are equivalent. The proof of Claim 2.4 is completed. 0 
Next we consider a new &-curve r’ which is obtained from S3 - int P by identifying 
F with Y;1 XI. We note that F foci = jPn Cl) nei if F meets e+. Obviously r’ admits 
the following two prime decompositions 
r’= r2#...#rm =il,#..-#il,_,#n,+,#...#n,. 
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Since LL(~‘) = m - 1, our induction hypothesis implies that the prime decomposition of 
r’ is unique and hence so is that of r. 0 
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